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I.INIRODUCTION
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The weld pool can provide abundant information
about the welding process.Human operators acquire
the majority of their information about the welding
processby obsendng the weld pool. The desired weld
quahty can be produced by accurately mntrolling the
weld pool
It is widely known that a correlation existsbetween
weld quality and the weld pool, for example, the weld
penetration is approximately proportional to the depressionof theweldpool surface[1, 2l.To date, onlythe
width of the weld pool has been reliably sensedonJine
to control the weld quality [3, 4J due to the difficulty in
sensing other pool parameters. However, it is known
that both an increase in current and a desreasein arc
lengthwill increasethe weld penetration, but the resultani changesin the weld pool width will be opposite'
Thus, the weld pool width is not alwaysa proper representation of the weld penetration [5, 6]. To acquire
sufficient information about the weld quality and welding process,more weld pool parametersmust be sensed
in orOer to find the correlation between the weld quality
andweld pool.

2. REALTIME

SENSING OF WFID POOL SHAPE

Gas tungsten zuc (GTA) welding is a primary welding
processfoiproducing qualitywelds. It is frequentlyused
ior the tooi pusswhere the joint penetration is critical.
Becauseof its specialrole inwelding, itd. precisecontrol
is desired. In this study, GTA welding process will be
addressed.

The GTA welding process is illustrated in Fig 1' A
nonconsumabletungsten electrode is held by the torch'
Once the arc is established,the electrical current flows
from one terminal of the power supply to another terminal through the electrode, arc, and worllpiece' The
temperature of the arc can reach 8000 - 10500K[7], and
therefore the workpiece becomesmolten, forming the
weld pool. The tungsten elecfiode remains unmolten'
The shielding gasis fed through the torch to protect the
electrode, molten weld pool, and solidi$ weld metal
from being contaminated by the atmosphere'
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Fig. I - Gas tungstenarc welding
The strong arc light obscures the GTA weld pool
being observed. Pool oscillation, ultrasound, infrared,
and x-ray based methods have been proposed to detect
the arc weld pool. However, to accurately acquire the
shape of the weld pool, direct visual obsenrationsmay
be more appreciated.Co-a:rialviewingcan obtain direct
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observationsof the weld pool. However, the acquired
images of the weld pool may not be clear enough to
accuratelydetect the weld pool boundary in realtime [8,
9l due to the lack of contrast betweenthe weld pool and
its surrounding area.
To improve the image quality, a pulsed laser of short
duration hasbeen projected onto the weld pool in order
to suppressthe arc light. The resultantweld pool image
is very clear (Fig.2 (a)) from the acquired image in 50
ms, despite the variation in welding conditions and parameters. This real-time processing technology provided abundant data to study the physical processesin
the weld pool and feedback for the closed-loopcontrol
of welding process.

An experimental systemhas been developedto implement machinevision basedmonitoring and conffol of the
GTAwelding processat the University of Kentucky (Fig.
3). The welding current is controlled by the computer
through its analogoutput to the power supplyrangingfrom
10 A to 200 A- The torch and camera are attached to a
3-a:dalmanipulator. The motion of the manipulator, i.e.,
the welding speed,is confrolled by a 3-axismotion control
board which receivesthe commandsfrom the computer.
The motion canbe preprogrammed and on-line modified
by the computer in order to achieve the required torch
speedand trajectoryFig.3).
The camera views the weld pool from the rear at a
45qangle.The frame grabberdigitizesthe video signalsinto
5L2x5l29bit digital imagemaffices.The extractedboundary of the weld pool is used to calculate the length and
relative width, obtaining the feedbackof the process'
4. DETERMINATION OF WEI,D PENETR,ATION
In order to achievesoundwelds,the desiredweldpool
must first be determined based on the requirementsof
weld quality.

(ht
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Fig.2 - Weldpoolbnage.Theoriginalimage(a) can be
processedto acquirethe weldpool boundnry@ in 50 ms.
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The weld pools shown in Fig. 4 were acquired using
different welding currents. These weld pools are fully
penetrated. It is known that the status of the full peneffation is primarily specifiedby the back-sidebeadwidth
W6 $ig. 5). It is found that the weld pool tends to
enlarge, sharpen, and become elongated when W6 increases.In order to quantitatively correlate the weld
penetration with the weld pool geomeffy, the weld pool
should first be characterizedbya number of parameters.

Fig. 3 - ExperimentalSetuP
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Fig.4 - Weld.pools generatedu"singdifferentweldingcurrents.Arc tength=3mm,torch speed=I.9 mmfs, GTAwelded'
Si SOq.@).-g0A,w = 1.8 mm. (B). 95A, w6=j,0 mm. (C). 105A,w=4.0 mm. (D). 110A, wb=4,5mm. (E). 1154'
w=5.0 mm.
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4.1. Geometrical Model Of Weld Pool
The weld pool in this study refers to the two-dimensional geometry of the top-side surfacsview of the weld
pool, and is describedby the measuredboundary points.
However, thesemeasuredpoints do not directly indicate
the feature of the weld pool. AIso, the geometrical
feature of the weld pool can not be sufficiently characterized using pool length, width, atea, etc. To characteize the weld pool, a few parametersmust be selected
basedon careful analysis.Theseparametersarereferred
to as the characteristicparameters of the weld pool.
The selection of the characteristicparametersis crucial. Three criteria must be satisfied. First, the fundamental geometrical appearanceof the weld pool must
be sufficiently described using the selected characteristic parameters. Secondly, the correlation between
the status of the weld penefration and selectedcharacteristic parameters must be substantial. Also, in the
projected control systemfor weld penetration, the selected parameters must be controlled to achieve the
desiredweldpool andweld penetration.Although more
parameters could describe the weld pool more accurately, the increase in the number of selected characteristic parametersmay complicate the resultant control
system.Thus, the number of selectedparametersmust
not be too large. As a result, the following parametric
model is proposed:
!,=!a xl 1t -xS (a > o, 1 > b > o)

(1)

where a and b are the model parameters,(4, y2),are the
coordinates of the pool boundary in the normalized
coordinate system o4y, @ig. 6(a)). These normalized
coordinatesare calculated using the measuredx, y coordinates:
I x-=x/L
I
I y,=y/L

(2)

*tr.r, L is the length of the weld pool.
Model (1) presentsa symmetricand normalizeddescription of the weld pool. Although actual weld pools
are not perfectly symmetrig if the non-symmetryof the
weld pool is not extreme, its effect on the weld penetration may be negligible. A symmetric description of the
weld pool will be more suitable for correlating the weld
pool to theweld penetration,in addition to reducingthe
number of used parameters.In Model (1), the dimensions of the weld pool along both the length and width
directions are nonnalized relative to the length of the
weld pool. This norm alued descriptioncandecouple the
shapefrom the size of the weld pool so that the shape
can be characterized by the parameters a and b. This
decoupling between the shape and size can clariff the
role of each parameter in characterizingthe weld pool
and designinga perspectivecontrol system.
The location correspondingto the maximumwidth of
the weld pool is determined by b. It can be shownthat
mzx yr (xr) = y, (b I (b + 1)). If the weld pool is divided
into the leading and trailing portions, their lengthsin the
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Fig. 6 - Symmetricmodeling of the weldpool boundary.
(a) Geometrical description (b) Modeling acnmples
normalizedcoordinatesystemare b I (b + 1) and 1l @
+ 1), respectively. Thus, b is the ratio between the
leading and trailing lengths. Since the trailing length is
larger, 1 b. it was found that the absolutelength of the
leading portion is lessseriously affected by the welding
parametersthan the length of the trailingportion. Thus,
when the current increases,b will decrease.For a stationary weld pool, the leading and trailing lengths
should be equal. In addition to b, the weld pool shapeis
also determined by the parameter a. For a given b, the
width of the weld pool in the normalized coordinate is
proportional to the parameter a. This relative width
characteraesthe narrownessof the weld pool and can
be calculatedusing the parameters a and b:

t - +
w,=w/L=^lf;l
#

(3)

Thus, tt e wettonooi,.un be charact eruedusingthree
parameters:the length ratio b, the relativewidthw' and
the length of the pool L. These three parameterscharacterizethe weld pool from different points of view. It
is apparent that the length L is independentof the shape
parameters. The shape of the weld pool is described
using two independentparametersbasedon the narrownessand the leading to trailing ratio. Thus, these three
parametersian be selectedasthe characteristicparameters of the weld pool and are denoted as pt = L, pz =
w., and pg = b.
It hasbeen shown that the proposed model can accurately characterize the weld pool shape.Two examples
are illustrated in Fig. 6 (b). The small differencebetween
the measuredand modeled boundaries show the model
effectiveness.Also, although the proposedmodel is nonlinear about the parameter b, its linear version can be
acquired using a log transformation. Thus, the modei
parameterscan be on-line identified from the weld pool
boundary using the linear least squaresalgorithm.
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4.2.WeId Penetration Determination
In order to acquire a precise correlation betweenthe
characteristicparameters and the weld peneffation, extensiveexperimentswere performed using varied weld
conditions and parameters. Becauseof the complexity
of the relationship betwewen the weld pool and weld
penetration,neural-networkswere usedto correlate the
weld pool parameters,andweld penetration.Data from
more than 6,000 weld pools and corresponding backside bead widths were used to train the networks. The
resultsare shownin Fig. 7.lt canbe seenthat the weld
penetration can be determined with sufficient accuracy
using the three characteristic parameters of the weld
pool (fig. 7).
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The non-linearity can be approximatedby adding more
neurons without having a detailed knowledge of the
controlled process.Although the non-linearity of the
processcan be modeled with accuracyin most applications, the neglect of valuable process knowledge requires more neurons to be used.As a result, the training
and adaptation of the networks are sloweddown.
In order to increase the speed of modelling and adaptation, the model must be more efficient regardingthe
number of used parameters. An analytical model, derived from the physics of the controlled process,with
unknown parameters,can be regarded as the most efficient and the number of parametersis usuallyrelatively
small. Its parameters can be identified very quickly and
the adaptation of the resultant adaptive control system
to the changedprocessenvironment can be fast. However, if the model structure is incorrect or incomplete,
the resultant modelling and control performance could

be poor.
A better approach is to partially assumethe model
7'000
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structure using the knowledge of the controlled process
Saob nutr$9r
so that the number of parameters is less than using a
neural network. In order to do this, a specific model
penetratian
structure is required. First, the adjustmentof the model
of
Fig. 7 Neural-network modelling full
pool
weld
structure should be connected in some way to the linthe
of
parameters
statususing the characteristic
guistic description of the processknowledge.Secondly,
ihe model structure should have a mechanism to de'
scribe the addressednon-linearity through changingits
5. WELD POOL CONTROL
parametersor incteasing the model complexity.
The lowlevel conffol of theweldpool, i.e.,controlling
The nevrofiuzy model is a model structure which
the weld penetration which is the most important detersatisfies the above two requirements. First, the fuzzy
minantoitheweld qualityhasbeendonein our previous partition can be done basedon the linguistic knowledge
work (13). It is known that the top-side bead width and
about the process.This is the basic characteristicof a
back-sidebead provide a description of the fusion zone
fuzzy system. Secondly, for a non-linear process, the
geometryat the crosssection. Their control can achieve dynamic model changeswith the systemvariables' By
the desired weld penetration and proper fusion zone
finely partitioning the spaceof the systemvariables,the
which is critical in determining the heat affected zone. non-linear dynamicscanbe describedusinga set of local
Hence, in this paper, the top-side bead width and backlinear modelswith sufficient accuray.In a SegenoFuzzy
sidebead width are controlled simultaneouslybasedon
Model used in the neurofivzy system,theselocal linear
the vision feedback of the welld pool. In the developed modelscorrespondto the uispfunctions associatedwith
closed-loop system, the welding current and welding
different IF-THEN implications. Hence, a neurofuzzy
speedwill be adjusted to achievethe desired back-side model has a mechanism to describe a nonlinear dyand top-side bead widths.
namic processwith satisfactoryaccuracy.Moreover, in
a fiizzy model, the systemvariables arc fuzzified' The
outpuis of the fivzy system are generated from crisp
5.1 NeurofvznYModelling
functions with weights which are determined according
to the.degreesof truth of the premises.Thus, there are
topthe
When the welding current increases,both
no sharp tr4nsitions from one local model to the other
However,
increase.
side and the back-sidebead widths
the requirement on the fineas the welding current increases,the resultant changes local models. As a result,
of
the system variables can be
partition
ness for the
in the top-side and back-sidebeadwidths increaseasthe
addition to the ability to
in
Ftrence,
greatly
reduced.
welding speed decreases.Also, as the welding speed
can also
neurofuzzymodels
accuracy,
required
the
reach
decreaies, the resultant changes in the top-side and
parameters.
needed
of
number
the
decrease
current
welding
back-sidebead widths increase as the
A neurofuzzy modelhas been developedto calculate
increases.This implies that the correlation between an
the back-sidebead width and top-side bead width only
output and an input can be influenced by another input'
from the controlvariables (welding current andwelding
Different models and algorithms may be used to
speed) without any use of the previous outputs. Fig- 8
model and control nonlinear processes.Recently, neushowsthe accuracyof the developed neurotn?zymodel
ral networks have been used to model and control nonin predicting the back-side and top-side bead widths.
processes'
linear processes,including manufacturing
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The measured data are generated from a number of
experiments.It can be seenthat the elrors between the
measured and predicted values are alwaysvery small'
However, if a linear model is used, the errors are very
large (Fig. 9). Hence, the neurofuzzy model provides an
accuratedescription of the processbeing controlled'
5.2 NeurofuznYModel Based Control
The identified neurofuzzy model can be used to predict the outputs of the system.In this worh a predictive
control algorithm has been designed to control the fusionstate.We notice thatthe non-linearityintheprocess
being controlled is fundamental. Extensivewelding experiirents of closed-loop control have been conducted
under different disturbances.It was found that the required fusion state was always achieved by the developed control sYstem.
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Fig.9 - Linear modellingraults-

Fig. 10'shows a closed-loop control e4periment, In
this e}periment, the shietding gaschangesfrom 201/lim
to 7 l/min at t=50 s. As a result, both the top-side and
the back-side bead widths inctease. By measuring the
increased widths, the feedback conffol adjusted the
welding current and welding speed so that the desired
fusion itut" is achieved again. However, it is observed
that in the case of the open-loop conffol where the
welding current and welding speed are constant, the
changes in the top-side and back-side bead widths
causedby the varying rate of the shielding gas are not
eliminated.

